
I am pleased to share some exciting developments in our Pioneer Constituency as we progress on our journey
towards creating a more sustainable and environmentally friendly community for all of us.

Creating a Sustainable and Vibrant Home

In collaboration with Plastify and OCBC, we have installed a plastic recycling machine at the front entrance of
The Frontier Community Club. This initiative, combined with Cloop textile recycling bins and the blue
SGRecycle programme, empowers Pioneer to reduce waste within our community, encouraging recycling and
responsible consumption.

I am delighted to announce the reopening of our Jurong West Hawker Centre, a testament to our commitment
in providing a vibrant communal space along with affordable food options for our Pioneer community. Do visit to
show your support for our hawkers!

I am thrilled to announce that we have secured a successful tender for the construction of cycling paths in
Pioneer Constituency as part of the Islandwide Cycling Network. These paths will enhance connectivity for
active mobility and offer a greener and healthier commuting option for our residents.

Connecting with You

Recent house visits have enabled us to gather essential feedback on issues facing residents. Furthermore, the
festive spirit has brought us together as we celebrated the Mid-Autumn Festival in various Pioneer Zones,
strengthening our community bonds and creating lasting memories for all. 

At the community level, I would like to thank our residents, community partners, and Advisers of West Coast
GRC and Pioneer Constituency for actively participating in the Our SG – Home of Forward SG Conversation.
Your ideas, thoughts, and questions have enriched our discussions and contributed to a vibrant dialogue. I
commend your dedication to shaping our renewed social compact, which will have a lasting impact on Pioneer
for generations to come.

Caring for All

On the national front, Deputy Prime Minister Lawrence Wong has announced a $1.1 billion Cost-of-Living
Support Package to help Singaporeans cope with rising inflation and cost-of-living concerns. This
demonstrates the government's dedication to easing the financial burdens faced by our citizens.

Thank you for your continued support and active involvement in our community. With the school holidays around
the corner, be sure to check out the activities our community partners, Resident Networks and CC have in store
for you!   
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